Monitoring tumor growth and regression by 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) uniquely provides noninvasive access to chemistry in vivo. 31P MRS can be used to monitor the high energy phosphates--phosphocreatine (PCr) and ATP, and their breakdown product--Pi, in situ in animals or patients. In several experimental tumor lines in animals it has been shown that the PCr/ATP and other related ratios steadily decline as the tumor increases in size, and that this effect is reversed when the tumor is treated with a therapeutic modality to which it responds. Acid extracts of freeze-clamped tumors at different stages of growth have confirmed these MRS observations and give additional information on related compounds such as creatine and ADP. Results show that, in the tumors studied, at least 80% of the ADP and about 40% of the Pi are bound and not in solution in the cytosol. Histological sections have indicated that the MRS response to endocrine therapy, in an NMU-induced estrogen-sensitive mammary tumor model, precedes any histological changes or any measurable regression. If these findings can be translated into a clinical setting, this may mean that MRS can be used in the clinic as an early predictor of tumor responsiveness to treatment. In untreated tumor growth, the cause of the decrease in PCr and ATP relative to Pi is probably due to the tumors outgrowing their blood supply and the cells becoming increasingly hypoxic. The PCr is lost more rapidly than ATP, indicating that the equilibrium in the creatine kinase reaction is maintained in these tumors. When the tumor is treated, cellular growth ceases and the requirement for oxygen and other nutrients is greatly reduced. This would allow the cellular energy reserves to be repleted and thus lead to the paradoxical improvement in the high energy phosphate status of a tumor that is about to regress.